
Low Cost Home Security Systems from Your Alarm Now Quickly Emerging as a 

Leading Security Solution for Households in America and Canada.   

 

The affordable home security systems provided by Your Alarm Now is quickly making 

inroads in the home security industry all over the United States and Canada. The 

company has made remarkable progress since they appeared in the market few months 

ago. They provide round the clock protection to life and property of its customers with 

some of the most sophisticated security equipment ever manufactured.   

 

Surprise, AZ (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 

 

High quality of service and relatively lower price of home security systems offered by 

Your Alarm Now is all set to make them one of the most preferred security solution 

providers in Canada and America. The company provides some of the most efficient 

domestic protection devices to its customers. They have three attractive packages starting 

from $35.99 only per month. The company is owned and managed by industry veteran 

Mr. Paul Shakuri. He has been a successful home security consultant for nearly a decade. 

The comprehensive range  products of the company includes devices like burglar alarm, 

motion detectors, window and door sensors, a special type of keychain device, a digital 

keypad, and many other advanced equipment.  

 

Talking about the different packages of home security systems offered the company, Mr. 

Shakuri says, “Our packages are designed to suit the requirements of all our customers. 

The basic package is available for only $35.99 per month”.  He also added that “Our 

objective is to provide a safe and well protected life to all households in the United States 

and Canada by offering rates that everyone can afford”. The basic package uses the 

standard landline telephone present in the house to connect to the ADT monitoring 

stations. They have two more plans known as the premium and elite package. The 

premium package costs $40.99 every month and uses a technology called the two way 

voice connect system.  This technology reduces the response time for an emergency 

situation with a specially designed control panel. The elite package is tailor made for a 

household that do not have a landline telephone. These package users can connect to the 

ADT monitoring centers without a landline, thanks to the digital cellular technology. 

 

The home security systems provided by Your Alarm Now has been acclaimed heavily 

by the customers due to their highly professional service. “A+++++ customer service. 

Couldn’t ask for anything more in a Security Company. From the Sales rep to the 

technician! You guys sure know how to take care of your customers”, said Andre 

Johnson, a customer of Your Alarm Now. The company is presently expanding 

aggressively to reach out even to the smaller towns all over the United States and Canada.  

 

About the Company:  Your Alarm Now is home security company based out of Arizona. 

The company provides security solution to households all over Canada and the United 

States. Their home security systems start from a monthly expense of $35.99 only.  
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Contact: 

 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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